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CATSWeb Records Management
Electronic Recordkeeping and Compliance

High profile corporate compliance scandals have thrust records management—
the practice of maintaining records for the proper amount of time until they
are destroyed or archived according to corporate policy—into the spotlight,
making it a critical issue with industry and government regulations. CATSWeb
Records Management addresses your key business requirements for electronic
recordkeeping and compliance, allowing you to quickly realize a return on your
investment, enforce compliance, and lower your exposure to legal risk.

Automating for Effectiveness

CATSWeb Records Management allows simple
and effective compliance with corporate record
retention policies by automating the process
of archiving or purging records and documents
that meet configurable criteria.

Key benefits include:

 Reduced risk by assuring that corporate
record retention policies are consistently
and automatically enforced.
 Ease of compliance with regulatory
requirements and standards
related to records management
(ISO 15489, DoD 5015.2, NARA laws
and statutes, FDA predicate rules,
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, HIPAA, etc.).
 Lower costs by minimizing data
storage requirements.

 Improved productivity and effectiveness
of administrative staff by eliminating
what was previously a tedious,
labor-intensive, error prone process.
 Minimized legal liabilities by ensuring
that records are kept for only as
long as they are useful and needed,
consistent with corporate policies.
 Easy storage and retrieval of archived
records via integration with CATSWeb’s
record level audit trail and built-in
query and search engines.

Making Regulatory
Compliance Easy

Regulatory compliance should be easy,
and CATSWeb Records Management was
designed with this in mind. Authorized system
administrators specify the characteristics of
records and documents to be processed by
creating queries or searches via the standard
point-and-click interfaces they are already
familiar with. Sets of queries and searches
are then associated with record management
jobs, which run automatically on easily
configurable schedules. Since CATSWeb
queries and searches can define criteria for
any fields and span across all records (live or
archived, including unstructured data inside
of documents or files), limitless flexibility is
available to handle even the most complex
record retention policies.
CATSWeb Records Management includes
effective security controls, ensuring that
policy-based record archiving and purging is
performed in a safe, controlled manner. For
example, two different individuals can be
required to independently review and approve
record management jobs before processing
is allowed to occur. Configurable transaction
logging is built-in, easing process audits and
system validation.
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“The key part of this
feature allows us to
retain and archive those
records that need to
be retained. Once those
records have met their
business purpose, it
will allow us to
manage them in a
controlled fashion
and delete them
per standard
operating procedure. ”
Senior Quality Scientist
Compliance QA
Access Business Group
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